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Abstract

Information security and assurance are new frontiers for collaborative design. In this context, information as-
surance (IA) refers to methodologies to protect engineering information by ensuring its availability, confidentiality,
integrity, non-repudiation, authentication, access control, etc. In collaborative design, IA techniques are needed to
protect intellectual property, establish security privileges and create “need to know” protections on critical features.
Aside from 3D watermarking, research on how to provide IA to distributed collaborative engineering teams is largely
non-existent.

This paper provides a framework for information assurance within collaborative design, based on a technique
we call role-based viewing. Such role-based viewing is achieved through integration of multi-resolution geometry
and security models. 3D models are geometrically partitioned, and the partitioning is used to create multi-resolution
mesh hierarchies. Extracting a model suitable for access rights for individual actors within a collaborative design
environment is driven by an elaborate access control mechanism.

1 Introduction
Information assurance (IA) refers to methodologies to protect and defend information and information systems by
ensuring their availability, confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, authentication, access control, etc. [24] In col-
laborative design, IA is mission-critical. Suppose a team of designers working collaboratively on a 3D assembly
model. Each designer has a different set of security privileges and no one on the team may have the “need to know”
the details of the entire design. In collaboration, designers must interface with others’ components, but do so in a way
that provides each designer with only the level of information he or she is permitted to have about each of the com-
ponents. For example, one may need to know the exact shape of some portion of the component (including mating
features) being created by another designer, but not the specifics of any other aspects of the component. Such a need
can also be found when manufacturers out-source designing a sub-system: manufacturers may want to hide critical
information of the entire system from suppliers.

The authors believe that IA represents a new problem that needs to be addressed in the development of collabora-
tive CAD systems. There are several significant scenarios we envision.

Protection of sensitive design information: As noted above, designers may have “need to know” rights based on
legal, intellectual property, or national security requirements.

Collaborative supply chains: Engineering enterprises out-source considerable amount of design and manufacturing
activities. In many situations, an organization needs to provide vital design data to one partner while protecting
the intellectual property of another partner.

∗URL: http://www.cs.drexel.edu/∼wregli; Email: regli@drexel.edu
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Multi-disciplinary design: Designers of different disciplines working on common design models often suffer from
cognitive distraction when they must interact with unnecessary design details that they do not understand and
cannot change. For example, an aircraft wheel well [2] is a complex and confusing place in which electronics,
mechanical, and hydraulics engineers all interact in close quarters with vast amounts of detailed design data.
These interactions could be made more efficient if the design space could be simplified to show each engineer
just the details he or she needs to see.
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Figure 1: Secure Collaborative Design System Architecture

This paper develops a new technique forrole-based viewingin a collaborative 3D assembly design environment,
where multiple users work simultaneously over the network. It is an incorporation of IA into collaborative CAD.
Among various issues in IA,access controlis critical for the purpose. We will present a combination ofmulti-
resolution geometry and access control models. Specifically, we introduce:

Security framework for collaborative CAD: The access control framework presented in this paper provides a spec-
ification for actors(users), roles, and their authorized permissions on objects.

Artifact access control: The designed objects, or solid models, are partitioned into a set of regions. Each of these
regions, whether a point, a patch, a component, or a sub-assembly, is related with a set of roles. The access
control model is not limited to geometric regions, and is general enough to be used for feature and constraint
data.

View generation: Given an actor and access authorization database, a 3D model is generated for viewing which does
not compromise sensitive information about model geometry, topology or behavior.

Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual architecture of the secure collaborative design system, which can be stated as
follows:

• An assembly model consists of a set of component parts, possibly grouped into sub-assemblies.

• Each component part is represented as a NURBS-based boundary model.

• Design is performed collaboratively by a group of designers working on different (possibly geographically
distant) workstations. A standard client-server architecture is assumed, where thecollaborative CAD server
maintains and synchronizes the master design model. Individual designers work on different sets of components
locally, at theircollaborative CAD clients.
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• The collaborative CAD server tessellates the master model into polygon meshes. Multi-resolution mesh hi-
erarchies are constructed, which are used in generatingrole-based viewsfor designers working at the client
hosts.

• Depending on the accessibility privilege of a designer, an appropriately simplified model is extracted from the
multi-resolution hierarchies, and provided to the designer at the collaborative CAD client. In Figure 1, the
client side NURBS model being designed is shaded whereas the other components (in meshes) of the master
model are rendered as wire frames, just for illustration.

• When a component part or sub-assembly gets modified, the server reconstructs only the corresponding (changed)
portion of the hierarchy, and then passes these updates to the other clients according to their accessibility privi-
leges.

Following sections will discuss the key issues in developing such a secure collaborative design system. Aside
from digital 3D watermarking, research on how to provide IA to distributed collaborative designers is largely non-
existent. The authors believe that this work represents the first attempt to provide IA to computer-aided design and
collaborative engineering.

2 Related Work

2.1 Collaborative Design
There has been a vast body of work on concurrent engineering and collaborative design. In our view, this research
can be loosely grouped into two categories, which we will calldata centricandinteraction centric.

Data centric research focuses on collaborative data sharing or knowledge sharing. Historically, research of this
kind emerged simultaneously from engineering, artificial intelligence and database communities. In contrast, interac-
tion centric approaches deal with real-time or synchronous collaboration among people in the design process. These
environments would usually require 3D graphical interfaces. In other cases, the environment consist of computer-
supported cooperative work (CSCW) tools coupled with design systems.

The subset of existing work most relevant to our efforts is interaction centric, dealing with real-time 3D col-
laboration and communication. Distributed Virtual Environments (DVEs) [1, 5, 7, 11, 15] have been developed for
real-time interactions between distributed collaborators in a number of different domains. Immersive environments
such as CAVE [4] have been developed which also support real-time interaction, but they do not necessarily support
collaborative CAD. Conner et al. [3] directly addressed the use of distributed VR for collaborative design, but in this
work the design data was largely static and not worked on synchronously by multiple users.

2.2 Information Assurance and Access Control in 3D Models
Current research on information assurance incorporates a broad range of areas such as data availability, confidentiality,
integrity, non-repudiation, authentication, access control, etc. In CAD domain, information assurance research has
been partially addressed through the development of 3D digital watermarking [16, 17, 19]. It has been used to ensure
the integrity of a model as well as provide a foundation for proof of copyright infringement.

This paper focuses onaccess control. Access broadly refers to a particular mode of operation such as read or
write. Access control is the process of limiting access to resources of a system only to authorized users, programs, or
processes, and therefore preventing activity that might lead to a breach of the system’s security.

Access control assumes thatauthenticationof users has been verified. Authentication services are used to cor-
rectly determine the identity of a user. If the authentication mechanism of a system has been compromised, then the
access control mechanism which follows will certainly be compromised.

In CAD and collaborative design contexts, few research results on access control have been reported. A most
relevant work in the domain of collaborative assembly design can be found in Shyamsundar and Gadh [23]. A com-
ponent (or a sub-assembly) is partitioned intointerface featuresand anenvelopewhich approximates the component.
Such an envelope may be a convex hull, a bounding box/sphere, or a special bounding volume that comprises of
the external faces of the component. Their work could be taken as a simple implementation of information-hiding
techniques, but lacks an elaborate access control mechanism. Further, it will be desirable to provide finer-grained
levels of detail than envelops.
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2.3 Multi-resolution Techniques
Polygon meshes lend themselves to fast rendering algorithms, which are hardware-accelerated in most platforms.
Many applications, including CAD, require highly detailed models to maintain a convincing level of realism. How-
ever, the number of polygons is often greater than that we can afford. Therefore,mesh simplificationis adopted
for efficient rendering, transmission, and various computations. The most common use of mesh simplification is to
generatemulti-resolutionmodels or variouslevels of detail(LOD). For example, near objects are rendered with a
higher LOD, and distant objects with a lower LOD. Thanks to LOD management, many applications such as CAD
visualization can accelerate rendering and increase interactivity. A most recent survey on mesh simplification can be
found in [14].

The most popular polygon-reduction technique isedge collapseor simplyecol(more generally, vertex merging or
vertex pair contraction) where two end vertices are collapsed into a single one. Repeated applications ofecolgenerate
a simplified mesh.

Vertex splitor simplyvsplit is the inverse operation ofecol. Hoppe proposedprogressive mesh(PM) [9], which
consists of a coarse base mesh (created by a sequence ofecoloperations) and a sequence ofvsplit operations. Apply-
ing a subset ofvsplitoperations to the base mesh creates an intermediate simplification. Thevsplitandecoloperations
are known to be fast enough to apply at runtime, therefore supporting dynamic simplification.

Previous works on mesh simplification and LOD techniques often mention the possibility of applying the tech-
niques to collaborative design. To date, however, their use has been limited to the areas such as redundant geometry
reduction, realtime rendering, streaming 3D data over the network, etc.

3 Role-based Viewing
In role-based viewing, each user sees a shared 3D model in a distinct resolution, which is determined by the user’s
role. The following subsections discuss the tools required for role-based viewing.

3.1 Access Control Policies
Existingaccess control policiesare briefly surveyed in this subsection. Access control policies commonly found in
contemporary systems can be classified as follows [22].

• Discretionary Access Control

• Mandatory Access Control

• Role-based Access Control

Discretionary Access Control (DAC) was originally introduced by Lampson [12], where the access of a user to an
object is governed on the basis of authorizations that specify the access mode (e.g. read, write, or execute) the user
is allowed on the object. Typically, the owner of an object has discretion over what users are authorized to access
the object. DAC policies do not impose any restriction on the usage of information once a user has acquired it, and
therefore have the drawback that they do not provide real assurance on information flow.

Mandatory Access Control (MAC) [18] policies control dissemination of information by associating users and
objects withsecurity levels. The security level associated with an object reflects thesensitivityof the information, i.e.
the potential damage that could result from unauthorized disclosure of the information. The security level associated
with a user reflects the user’strustworthinessnot to disclose sensitive information to users not cleared to see it. MAC
policies assert that a user can access an object only if the user has a security level higher than or equal to that of
the object. For example, suppose that the security levels consist of Top Secret(TS), Secret(S), Confidential(C), and
Unclassified(U), and that TS> S> C > U, where> denotes “has a higher security level than.” An S-level user can
then access a C-level object, but not a TS-level one. This is often called the “read down” principle. For the other
principle called “write up,” readers are referred to [22].

In Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [21], system administrators createroles according to the job functions
in an organization, grant permissions (access authorizations) to the roles, and then assign users to the roles. The
permissions associated with a role tend to change much less frequently than the users who fill the job function that
role represents. Users can also be easily reassigned to different roles as needs change. These features have made
RBAC attractive, and numerous software products such as Microsoft’s Windows NT currently support it.
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Our security framework is essentially based on embodiment of a MAC policy within an RBAC framework. It will
be implemented as anaccess matrixas discussed in Section 3.3.

3.2 Role-based View
A role-based viewis a tailored 3D model which is customized for a specific user based on the roles defining the user’s
access permissions on the model. In this way, the role-based view does not compromise sensitive model information
which the user is not allowed to see (or see in detail).

(a) Original model (for
designer0)

(b) Genus-reduced model
(for designer1)

(c) Simplified mesh model
(for designer2)

Figure 2: Role-based View Examples off0

Consider the componentf0 in Figure 1, which is being edited bydesigner0. Suppose thatdesigner0 wants to
hide the design details off0 from other participating designers, i.e.designer1 anddesigner2. Our solution to the
problem is to presentf0 to them in some “lower” resolutions. Figure 2 shows three different resolutions or LODs of
f0. Figure 2-(a) is a full-resolution model, whichdesigner0 sees and may also be presented to, for example, project
supervisors.

The set of holes inf0 might be critical features whichdesigner0 wants to hide fromdesigner1. Then, all holes are
removed from the original model, and the model in Figure 2-(b) is presented todesigner1. Suppose thatdesigner2 is
a supplier from another organization. Then, the model in Figure 2-(b) can be again simplified to generate the crude
model in Figure 2-(c), which just presents the outline off0 to designer2. Those are examples of role-based views.
Our system provides an appropriate resolution to each designer according to the designer’s roles.

Roles,R= {r0, r1, . . . , rm}, are abstract objects that define both the specific users allowed to access resources and
the extent to which the resources are accessed.

a 0

a 1
.
.
.

a n
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r1
.
.
.
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f1
.
.
.
fk

A (actors) R (roles)
SF  (security features)

in M
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Figure 3: Actors, Roles and Features

The engineers (designers, process engineers, project supervisors, etc.) correspond to a set ofactorsA= {a0,a1, . . . ,an},
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each of which will be assigned to a set of roles.Actor-Role Assignment, AR, is a many-to-many relation of actors to
roles:AR⊆ A×R. See Figure 3.

The entire assembly design is represented as asolid modelM. A collaborative engineering environment enables
multiple engineers (actors) to simultaneously work withM. Let b(M) represent the boundary ofM. Model-Role
Assignment, MR, is a many-to-many relation assigning points onb(M) to roles:MR⊆ b(M)×R, where each point
onb(M) is assigned to at least one role, i.e.,∀p∈ b(M)∃r ∈ R, (p, r) ∈MR.

It is impractical to assignb(M) to roles point-by-point. Hence, we define a set ofsecurity features, SF =
{ f0, f1, . . . , fk}, where eachfi is a topologically connected point set onb(M) and

⋃
SF = b(M). Suchsecurity

featurescan correspond to assembly features, mating features, or other function-based features ofM. The Model-
Role Assignment can then be simplified to be the relation associating security features with roles:MR⊆ SF×R. See
Figure 3.

Suppose that, for example,AR assigns actora3 to rolesr20, r23, andr75. This entitlesa3 to view (and perhaps
change) the security features assigned (byMR) to these roles. Portions ofb(M) not assigned to these roles, however,
are “off limits” to actora3.

Partitioningb(M) into security featuresSF can be done either by the project supervisor (working as an adminis-
trator) or by the designers in charge of the components or sub-assemblies to be partitioned. Boundary partition can
be done through sub-assembly by sub-assembly, component by component, form/design feature by feature (in the
context of feature-based design), NURBS surface by surface, or even patch by patch. In Figure 1, the assembly model
is partitioned into 6 security featuresf0, f1, f2, f3, f4 and f5, where{ f3, f4, f5} is a set of mating features.

3.3 Access Matrix
Access matrix is a popularconceptual modelthat specifies the rights that each user possesses for each object. In a
large system, the access matrix is usually enormous in size and sparse. Therefore, compact access control lists (ACL)
are often used to implement the access matrix.

f0 (TS) f1 (C) f2 (S) f3 (U) f4 (U) f5 (U)

r0 (TS) w r r r r r

r1 (S) r w r r r r

r2 (C) r r w r r r

Figure 4: Access Matrix

In the collaborative CAD context, however, an access matrix is constructed and maintained “for each design
session,” and consequently the matrix is dense because every component/sub-assembly is supposed to be visible to
virtually all participating designers (probably in different LODs). Therefore, we adopt a matrix implementation as
illustrated in Figure 4, which is for the collaborative assembly design example in Figure 1. There is a row in this
matrix for each role, and a column for each security feature. For simplicity, only three roles,r0, r1 andr2, are created.

Such an access matrix is obviously an RBAC implementation. To embody a MAC policy in it, let us associate
both roles and security features withsecurity levelsusing the simple hierarchy of TS> S> C > U. (In fact, boundary
partitioning is followed by associating each feature with a specific security level.)

Each cell of the access matrix distinguishes betweenreadandwrite authorizations. It is reasonable to assume that
write permission of a feature is exclusively given to a single role. In contrast, read permissions of a feature should be
given to all roles. For the remainder of this paper, we focus on read permissions.

A typical scenario within this RBAC+MAC system would be that, for example, a C-level feature is visible to
S-level role whereas a TS-level feature is invisible. Rather than this “all or nothing” read permissions, our objective is
to assign a “continuous”degree of visibilitybetween a feature and a role, i.e. the method presented in this paper may
generate a “full” resolution version of the C-level feature and a “lower” resolution version of the TS-level feature to
the S-level role.

The administrator not only constructs the access matrix and registers it into an authorization database, but also
performs Actor-Role AssignmentAR. Suppose that, in the simple example of Figures 1 and 4, actorsdesigner0,
designer1, anddesigner2 are assigned to rolesr0, r1, andr2 respectively. Let us focus onf0. The write permission
given to r0 implies the full read permission, regardless of the security levels associated tor0 and f0. Therefore,
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designer0 who has the write permission onf0 sees a full resolution off0. This is the view given in Figure 2-(a). In
contrast,designer1 takesr1’s security level S, and it is lower than the level TS off0. Thereforedesigner1 should see
a simplified model. It might be the view given in Figure 2-(b). Finally,designer2’s security level C is far lower than
the level TS off0, and thereforedesigner2 might see a drastically simplified model, which might be the view given
in Figure 2-(c). Such a “continuous” role-based viewing technique is discussed in the next section.

4 Role-Based View Generation
To an actora, role-based viewing presents a new modelM′, which is generated from the original assembly modelM
such that its security features are appropriately obfuscated based on the actora’s roles. If the roles give the actor full
permissions to see certain features, then the resulting modelM′ includes those features with the same fidelity as in
M; if not, the features must be obfuscated so as to hide froma whata does not have permissions to see.

The input to role-based viewing consists of an actora, the Actor-Role Assignment (AR), access matrix, and multi-
resolution mesh hierarchies for the entire assembly. AsARand the access matrix have been previously discussed, this
section focuses on multi-resolution mesh hierarchies, and how to implement RBAC+MAC using the hierarchies.

4.1 Multi-resolution Mesh Hierarchy
Numerous mesh simplification approaches have been proposed in computer graphics literature. Some key features
that distinguish among the approaches are as follows.

• topology-preserving vs. topology-modifying: Topology preserving simplification algorithms preserve manifold
connectivities at every step, but topology modifying ones do not necessarily do so and therefore permit drastic
simplification.

• static/discrete vs. dynamic/continuous: Static simplification usually computes LODs offline during prepro-
cessing and rendering algorithms select an appropriate LOD at runtime. Dynamic simplification creates a data
structure encoding a continuous spectrum of detail, and a desired LOD is extracted from this structure at run-
time. It also supports progressive transmission.

For rendering, an object’s topology is less important than its overall appearance. We also need an algorithm
capable of drastic simplification since runtime performance is crucial in our system. Therefore, topology-modifying
simplification is a reasonable choice. Further, topology modification such asgenus reductionoften plays an important
role in hiding the design-detail of a component/sub-assembly.

In a collaborative design system where a number of designers collaborate simultaneously, it is more storage-
efficient to have a single dynamic/continuous hierarchy rather than multiple discrete LODs. Further, an appropriate
LOD need often be transmitted to each client depending not only on each designer’s access privilege but also on
each client’s computing capability (triangle or polygon budget!). A continuous hierarchy guarantees extremely fine
granularity in the sense that a distinct LOD can be presented to each actor. Therefore, the progressive mesh(PM)
discussed in Section 2.3 is a reasonable choice.

4.2 Genus Reduction in Feature-based Design
A problem of PM is that it assumes manifold topology, and consequently is not compatible with topology-modifying
simplification. Its solution can be found by utilizingfeature-based designcapabilities, which most of contemporary
CAD systems support.

Let us consider solid modeling. Features are classified into positive/additive and negative/subtractive features.
The negative features lead to depressions such as holes. In the first stage of our simplification process, such negative
features may be removed from the original model, and then topology-preserving simplification (ecol) is applied
at the second stage. Note that the topology-preserving simplification enables drastic polygon reduction because
genus is reduced at the first stage. Such an integration of feature-based genus reduction and topology-preserving
simplification is much faster than topology-modifying simplification algorithms such as [6]. Figure 2-(b) shows a
model with negative features removed, and Figure 2-(c) shows the result of applying mesh simplification to the model
in Figure 2-(b).
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4.3 Role-based Viewing integrated with MAC
A role-based view is generated “security features by features.” We distinguish betweengenus-reduciblesecurity
features from others. In the context of feature-based design, for example, a security feature is genus-reducible if
it contains a non-empty set of negative design features whose dimensions are below some predetermined threshold
values. For a genus-reducible security feature, two mesh data structures are constructed: one is a plain mesh for the
entire security feature, and the other is a PM of the genus-reduced model. If a security feature is not genus-reducible,
it is just represented as a PM.
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(a) Vertex hierarchy
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(b) The vertex front withα=0.64
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(c) The vertex front withα=0.54

Figure 5: Progressive Mesh Hierarchy

We have a PM per a security feature. As discussed in Section 2.3, a PM data structure consists of a base mesh
and a list ofvsplit nodes. Thevsplit list can be conceptually illustrated as a forest of binary vertex trees as shown
in Figure 5-(a). Each PM node corresponds to a vertex. Therefore, avsplit operation splits a vertex into two new
vertices corresponding to its two children.

The problem of how much of a security feature is made visible to a role is reduced to the task of what subtrees of
its PM to select, or how to choose a “vertex front” [10] of the PM. (All vertices of a simplified mesh extracted from a
PM constitute a vertex front in the PM’s hierarchical structure, as depicted in Figures 5-(b) and -(c).) The solution to
the task requires understanding of the mesh simplification method we adopted.

Garland and Heckbert [8] proposed a mesh simplification algorithm based onquadric error metrics(QEM). It
proceeds by repeatedly merging vertex pairs, each of which is not necessarily connected by an edge, i.e. it modifies
topology. We use a slight modification of the algorithm: QEM coupled withecol, not the general vertex merging. A
QEM is associated with each vertex and represents the sum of the squared distances from the vertex to the neighboring
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triangles. Error caused by anecol operation is easily obtained by summing the QEMs of the two vertices being
merged, and the sum is assigned to the new vertex as a QEM. Allecol candidates are sorted in a priority queue,
and the simplification algorithm selects the edge with the “lowest error” and then performsecol. The algorithm then
updates the errors of all edges involving the merged vertices and repeats the simplification.

As ecols are selected basically in order of increasing errors, the inverse operationsvsplits are roughly listed in
order of decreasing error values. In PM, all leaf nodes have error 0, and one of root nodes will have the maximum
erroremax. The range [0,emax] is normalized into the range [0,1]. Such a normalized error is depicted for each node
in Figure 5. (For implementation purpose, the error values of all root nodes are made 1.00.)

MAC policy allows us to have as many levels of security as needed. Let us denote the highest level aslmax, the
lowest level aslmin, the level assigned to a role aslr , and the level assigned to a security feature asl f . Our MAC
policy asserts that, iflr ≥ l f , the full-resolution version of the feature is presented: (1) If the security feature is genus-
reducible, the plain mesh for the entire security feature is transmitted. (2) Otherwise, the vertex front is formed with
all “leaf nodes” of the security feature’s PM.

Whenlr < l f , the vertex front should be composed of “internal nodes” of PM. Let us define thedegree of visibility
α mentioned in Section 3.3. Iflr < l f , α is set using adistance metric, which is defined as follows:

• (l f − lr −1)/(lmax− lmin) if feature-based genus reduction has been performed

• (l f − lr )/(lmax− lmin) otherwise

The reason for two metrics will be discussed soon. The point is that, as the second metric clearly says, a largerα
value is computed when the distance betweenl f andlr is longer. Obviously, the largerα value is, the lower resolution
is required. In fact, degree of visibility is a misnomer, andα actually denotes the degree ofinvisibility.

Note that theα value computed as above is also normalized into the range of [0,1]. Therefore, it can be directly
used to determine the vertex front in PM whereecolerrors have also been normalized. In the list implementation of
PM, simple list operations are invoked to select a subset ofvsplit nodes whose error values are greater than or equal
to α. The base coarse mesh followed by the selectedvsplit nodes are transmitted to clients, and a simplified mesh is
rendered. Figure 5-(b) shows the vertex front determined byα=0.64, and Figure 5-(c) byα=0.54. Compare the two
vertex fronts. As 0.64 is larger than 0.54, a lower resolution should be presented for the case ofα=0.64. Therefore
the vertex front ofα=0.64 lies higher than that ofα=0.54.

There can be many other ways to obtain the vertex front. A simpler way is to makeα determine the percentage
of vsplit nodes. For example, ifα is 0.7, 30%(=1-0.7) of thevsplit nodes are selected. However, our experiments
showed that the elaborate mechanism based on QEM values leads to “more expectable” degradation of the model
fidelity.

Let us now discuss why we need two metrics forα. Suppose thatl f − lr = 1, i.e. the role’s security level is
just one degree lower than that of the security feature. If feature-based genus reduction has been performed, the PM
represents an already-simplified model. Therefore, it is reasonable, whenl f − lr = 1, to present the full PM, i.e. the
vertex front should consist of all leaf nodes of PM. It is achieved whenα=0. For that purpose, we subtract 1 from
l f − lr to setα=(l f − lr −1)/(lmax− lmin) to 0.

When the level difference between a role and a security feature is extremely large, we could make the security
feature completely deleted or replaced with a simple convex hull or bounding box. For example, ifα=1, i.e. if l f =lmax

andlr=lmin, we could simply make the security feature invisible. It is implementation dependent.

5 Implementation and Results
To test the approach we have described in this paper, a prototype system was developed. For collaborative design, it
is imperative to make the system independent of platforms and operating systems. Previous versions of our system
were written in Java3D, but we found that Java3D incurred too much overhead when trying to present multiresolution
surfaces in real-time. The revised system has been simultaneously developed using OpenGL on Solaris2.7-2.8 and
Windows, and using both Mesa and nVidia’s native OpenGL drivers on Linux operating systems.

The environment we developed is divided into two stages: authoring and viewing. The authoring stage allows
a designer to assign a{label, permission}-tuple to parts, assemblies, or individual facets. These models are stored
in a VRML-like format within the design repository. The normalized permissions[0.0−1.0] were used to indicate
a percentage of vertices in the original model. We envision that a production system would compute all necessary

9
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resolutions during the design stage for approval by an authority, and possibly store the “secure” models explicitly. In
situations where this is inadequate, a supervised technique, such as semiautomatic simplification, can be used.

The trivial authentication mechanism we have created allows an administrator to specify users, roles, and hi-
erarchical relations. At the time a designer wants to view a model, they must declare their identity so their role
associations can be derived. Based upon the roles associated with a designer and the model features, arole-based
view is generated. We used a single administrative account to modify permissions in the model repository. There are
numerous administrative configurations which have been presented by Sandhu [20]. The goals and constraints of the
collaboration will dictate how comprehensive the role administration requirements should be.

We have implemented our own topology-preserving QEM-based simplification algorithm. For the experiments in
this paper, we chose to collapse only vertex pairs which are connected by an edge. Forrole-based viewingin CAD,
it is difficult to envision a situation where collapsing disconnected vertex pairs would yield a more viable result. The
QEM algorithm is passed each part, or connected region of a part with an equivalent{label, permission} set of tuples.
Since these regions are disjoint, they can be simplified and transmitted in parallel.

"buttons" being
 designed by a1

"under" being
   designed by a0

(a) Role-based view 1 (fora0)

"buttons" being
 designed by a1

"under" being
   designed by a0

(b) Role-based view 2 (fora1)

       other components being
                designed by 
         mechanical engineer

"cable" being designed by
 electronics engineer

(c) Role-based view 3 (for electronics engineer)

Figure 6: Test Results for a Mouse Assembly

Example: Mouse Assembly Figure 6 shows three role-based views of a mouse. Figures 6-(a) and -(b) assume
that actora0 is editing the lower part named “under” and actora1 is editing the upper part named “buttons.” Figure 6-

10
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(a) is a view fora0: “under” is presented in a full resolution.
In this example, both left and right buttons of the mouse are designated as separate security features, and assigned

high security levels. (This example uses security levels defined in the real-value range [0,1].) Suppose that the security
level ofa0 is much less than those of the left and right buttons. Therefore, both the left and right buttons of the mouse
are hidden in Figure 6-(a) presented toa0.

In contrast, Figure 6-(b) is a view fora1, the “buttons” designer. A number of components in “under” are com-
pletely deleted in the figure. It is becausea1 is associated with the minimum security level whereas the hidden
components are associated with the maximum level.

In Figure 6-(c), we assume that the mouse is collaboratively designed by an electronics engineer and a mechanical
engineer. The electronics engineer is in charge of only the white-colored “cable,” and all other components are
designed by the mechanical engineer. This figure is a view for the electronics engineer, and therefore all components
except the cable are presented in low resolutions.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented a new technique,role-based viewing, for collaborative 3D assembly design. By incorpo-
rating security with collaborative design, the costs and risks incurred by multi-organizational collaboration can be
reduced. Aside form digital 3D watermarking, research on how to provide security issues to distributed collaborative
design is largely non-existent. The authors believe that this work is the first of its kind in the field of collaborative
CAD and engineering.

Our security framework is essentially embodiment of a MAC policy within an RBAC framework, and is imple-
mented as an access matrix. Recent works on RBAC proposed sophisticated structures such as role hierarchy [21].
Hierarchies are a natural means for structuring roles to reflect an organization’s lines of authority and responsibility.
Further, roles caninherit permissions from other roles. We are currently investigating the possibility of replacing the
access matrix by a role hierarchy.

Our present implementation focuses on meshes only. In the same access control framework, however, we can
augment meshes with NURBS. Then, multi-resolution analysis (MRA) based on wavelet decomposition would be
needed. With this extension, a low resolution NURBS model is transmitted to clients, and it enablesdesign comments
or design suggestionsfrom the other designers: They can suggest some design changes to the owner of the model, for
example, by moving some control points of the NURBS model.

We have proposed an automatic simplification technique to degrade the fidelity of a model enough to satisfy the
access-control requirements of a collaborative session. In some cases, however a form of semiautomatic simplifica-
tion [13] might need to be employed. Semiautomatic simplification is a means of supervising the mesh reduction
process by editing the order ofecols, selecting regions where more or less simplification is necessary, and directly
manipulating the vertex hierarchy. One disadvantage of semiautomatic simplification is that parameters of the sim-
plification will need to be stored with the model, since these cannot be automatically derived.
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